
Industrial/Automotive Liquids
Cleaners

USE IN:

Construction Industry: Speeds cleanup. Removes
excess mortar and plaster from bricks, door bucks,
stringers, risers, window frames, brick veneer and
exteriors of buildings without pre-wetting. Eliminates
sanding and scraping. One person can clean down 4 to 6
times as many door bucks a day without damaging primer
or plaster edges. Removes excess mortar from tiled
shower stalls. Cleans masonry. Removes excess cement
from tile and terrazzo. Cleans concrete foundation forms.
Cleans tools and plaster mixes.

Hospital & Food Service Departments: De-scale and
remove mineral deposits from sterilizers, china sinks,
autoclaves, ceramic shower stalls, china drinking
fountains. De-scale and remove mineral deposits and
scum from ice cube machines interiors and dishwashers.
De-scale air-conditioning water towers. De-scale
non-decorative metals.

Concrete Industry: Removes layers of concrete from
trucks, mixers, forms and other equipment.

General Industry: De-scale cooling coils. De-scale water
lines. De-scale air-conditioning towers. De-scale
radiators. De-scale drinking fountains, ceramic tiled
shower stalls, vitreous china, glass and non-decorative
metals.

Swimming Pools: Removes algae scum and suntan
lotion. Cleans chlorinators. Removes mineral deposits
from pools before painting and during regular
maintenance.

Municipalities & Utilities: Clean and de-scale water
and gas meters. De-scale diffuser tubes. Clean high
tension bolts. Clean garbage trucks, snow plows and other
equipment.

A New formula replacement for
concentrated Muriatic Acid that can be used
on Natural or Painted Stainless Steel,
Aluminum, Cast Iron, and all other metal
surfaces except Zinc and Magnesium.

This special cleaner is an effective, easy to
use chemical cleaner used to remove stains.
It will deep clean brick, terrazzo, concrete,
stone walls and floors. It dissolves rust,
scale, lime, corrosion, concrete, mortar, and
mineral accumulations. Take Off can be
used on occasion for restorative cleaning
and de-staining. Use “as is” or diluted as
much as 6 parts water to 1 part cleaner.

Removes mortar, plaster, concrete, lime,
rust, scale, soap deposits, hardware film,
insoluble carbonates & alkaline films,
potch & tobacco stains from terrazzo.

800.426.5820 Cleveland, Ohio info@kaylinecompany.com

K19 TAKE OFF
Heavy Duty Acidic Cleaner


